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Stem Case and Key Questions Content 
You are asked to provide anesthesia for a 52 year old woman scheduled to receive a gastro-
duodenoscopy. The patient is presently in the ICU after having been admitted for an upper 
gastrointestinal (GI) bleed that had presented with hematemesis and melena. She has been 
resuscitated with 2 U PRBCS and her hematocrit is now 26. She also received 2 U of FFP to reverse 
the effect of the warfarin that she had been taking up to the time of admission. She has a HeartMate 
II® (Thoratec Inc., Pleasanton, CA) left ventricular assist device (LVAD) to treat a dilated 
cardiomyopathy related to a combination of ischemia and lupus myocarditis. She also has an 
automatic implantable cardioverter defibrillator (AICD). Her other significant medical history 
includes gastro esophageal reflux disease (GERD), systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) chronic 
renal insufficiency, deep vein thrombosis (DVT), pulmonary embolus, and a stroke 10 days ago with 
improving residual left sided weakness. The occurrence of the embolic stroke prompted an increase in 
her INR target and this was thought to contribute to her GI bleed.  

1. What implications might the LVAD have on your 
choices for monitoring and the utility of some of the standard ASA monitors? 

2. Does the antiarrhythmic/antitachycardia sensing need to be disabled on her AICD for this 
procedure? On examination she is 5’4” and 170 pounds. There are some signs suggestive of 
difficult laryngoscopy and an old anesthetic record indicates that when she had her anesthetic 
for placement of the LVAD two attempts at laryngoscopy were needed. The second attempt 
was successful with a combination of the Glidescope® (Verathon Inc, Bothell WA) and Bougie. 
Her mean arterial pressure is 65, heart rate 90, SPO2 92% on room air. Her medications 
include Lisinopril 20 mg od, prednisone 5mg od, warfarin 2.5 mg/alternating with 5 mg (held 
since admission) , Carvedilol 6.25 mg od, Lasix 20 mg po od (held since admission). Her Na is 
141, K 4.6, Cr 1.9, BUN 25, Plts 131, INR 1.4, PTT 41, liver enzymes and tests of liver 
synthetic function are normal. The patient is very anxious about this procedure. 

3. What might account for the elevated PTT? Does this finding need further investigation? 
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4. Where would you like to do this procedure-the ICU, GI procedure suite or OR? 
The patient is transferred to the GI procedure suite with a nurse who has substantial LVAD 
experience. 

5. What parameters of the patient’s LVAD function would you be interested in discussing with the 
nurse? 

6. How do these parameters change under different conditions of preload and afterload? 
An experienced colleague suggests that you consider using dexmedetomidine sedation for this 
procedure, as she has had success using it in similar situations. 

7. What sort of anesthetic would you plan to provide for this patient? While the gastroenterologist 
topicalizes the airway, you set up a dexmedetomidine infusion with a loading dose of 1ug/kg 
over 10 minutes to be followed by an infusion of 0.5 ug/kg/hr. During the loading dose you 
note the MAP has increased to 110 mm Hg and HR has decreased to 56. The LVAD display 
records a decrease in the pulsatility index from baseline. 

8. How do you explain this response? What effect do you think this is having on pulmonary artery 
pressure and right heart function? After the procedure is underway, the patient starts 
coughing. During the episode of coughing, patient arm movement makes obtaining a reliable 
blood pressure difficult. The monitor suddenly shows a new onset of wide complex 
tachycardia. End-tidal CO2 also drops out. 

9. Are there any specific considerations for basic life support (BLS) and Advanced Cardiac Life 
Support (ACLS) protocols when applied to patients who have LVADs? 

10. What was the likely trigger for the dysrhythmia? What should be done with the LVAD manual 
control settings now? 

 
 
Model Discussion Content 
Providing anesthetic care to patients with VADs for non-cardiac procedures has become an 
increasingly common challenge for both cardiac and non-cardiac anesthesiologists. VADs can be 
bridges to transplant, temporary therapy for potentially reversible cardiomyopathies, or destination 
therapy (long-term support) for patients with severe cardiomyopathy who do not qualify for heart 
transplantation due to age or other circumstances. The HeartMate II is one of the most commonly 
used types of LVAD. It is an axial, electromagnetic, continuous flow pump positioned in an abdominal 
pocket in the sub-ziphoid area between the peritoneum and abdominal muscles. The flow through the 
device enters an inflow cannula extending out from the apex of the left ventricle through the device to 
an outflow cannula in the aorta. A driveline providing power and allowing control to the device extends 
through skin of the abdominal wall to an external power source and control unit. The low pulse 
pressure that occurs with continuous, non-pulsatile flow LVADs can lead to the development of 
arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) in the GI tract. In combination with the anticoagulation 
requirements and acquired von Willebrand disease (more on this later), the AVMs predispose patients 
with LVADs to the development of GI bleeding. These factors make upper and lower endoscopy 
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probably the most common non-cardiac procedures that a patient with an LVAD might require. [i] 
 
Another implication of the continuous flow LVAD is that monitors that depend on the pulsatility of 
arterial flow such as oscillometric non-invasive blood pressure (NIBP) monitoring and pulse oximeters 
may not be reliable. If the left ventricle is poorly contractile to the extent that it does not substantially 
augment the continuous extra-cardiac flow through the LVAD then there will be no detectable systolic 
and diastolic variation in pressure and flow. A mean blood pressure reading can be obtained by using 
a blood pressure cuff and a Doppler to establish at what pressure flow begins again in the brachial 
artery. There is also an NIBP monitor (Nexfin®) available that is specifically designed to function in 
settings of reduced arterial pulsatility, it does however require at least 5 mmHg pulse pressure to 
function and is not necessarily widely available at most institutions.[ii] Near-infrared spectroscopy 
(cerebral oximetry) does not depend on pulsatile flow for its function and has been reported to be of 
use as a monitor of perfusion in patients with LVADs.[iii] Considering the severity of cardiomyopathy 
of patients with LVADs it is not surprising that a substantial number of patients with LVADs 
will also have AICDs.[iv] The statement from the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy 
regarding endoscopy and the use of cautery in patients with AICDs is: “For patients with an ICD in 
whom the use of any electrocautery may be anticipated, consultation with a cardiologist or a heart-
rhythm specialist is recommended. Deactivation of the ICD function by qualified personnel should be 
considered. Continuous rhythm monitoring should be used throughout the interval that the 
ICD is deactivated. If deactivated, the ICD should be reprogrammed as soon as possible after the 
procedure and before cessation of monitoring or dismissal.”[v] In emergency settings where 
reprogramming cannot be considered then the use of bipolar cautery only or the use of a magnet may 
be considered. The PTT in this patient may be elevated for a couple of possible reasons, one related 
to the patient’s LVAD and another related to the patient’s lupus. If the patient has an anti-phospholipid 
antibody this can be associated with a paradoxical increase in PTT but the occurrence of a clinical 
thrombophilia. Patients with LVADs can develop acquired von Willebrand Disease (AVWD). This 
occurs because the large von Willebrand factor multimers are cleaved by the flow through the 
LVAD.[vi] This is similar to the mechanism by which patients with aortic stenosis can develop 
AVWD. There is no one single test to confirm the presence of the disease and there is uncertainty 
regarding the best treatment. Some experts recommend a trial of desmopressin if AVWD appears to 
be the cause of ongoing bleeding, although unfortunately when AVWD is of cardiovascular origin, it 
responds favorably to desmopressin only 10% of the time.[vii] Differentiation of the specific cause of 
the elevation of the PTT would be likely unnecessary from the perspective of managing this particular 
anesthetic but worthwhile in understanding the patient’s risk for future thrombotic and hemorrhagic 
events and in order to understand the limitations of using PTT for the titration of unfractionated 
heparin if it was to be used for this patient in the future. There is a slowly accumulating but still 
nascent body of knowledge on anesthesia for non-cardiac surgery in patients with LVADs. A 
single center review of 68 anesthetics for endoscopy in patients with LVADs did not report any 
mortality or major intraoperative cardiorespiratory sequelae.[viii] The majority of the procedures (93%) 
in this review were performed under deep sedation. Propofol infusion with or without fentanyl was the 
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most commonly used medication combination to achieve deep sedation. In the minority of procedures 
where the choice was made to provide general anesthesia with an endotracheal tube, this decision 
was made based on risk of aspiration and other airway considerations.  
 
A recent survey of Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiologists members indicated that in centers with 
greater volumes of patients with LVADs receiving anesthesia for non-cardiac procedures (>8/month), 
the presence of the LVAD was much less likely to influence the choice of anesthetic, that is GA vs. 
sedation.[ix] This would suggest that anesthesiologists who have more experience were more likely to 
base their anesthetic choices on the same principles (airway considerations, patient preference) they 
would use when faced with any other patient undergoing endoscopy. There was a similar but less 
dramatic difference in practice between anesthesiologists in low and high volume centers with regard 
to the use of arterial lines with anesthesiologists in higher volume settings choosing to place arterial 
lines in 38% of patients undergoing endoscopy while those in lower volume centers using arterial lines 
in 57% of those procedures. The HeartMate II LVAD controller interface/display provides information 
on the parameters of pump rotation speed, power consumption in watts, pulsatility index (PI), and 
estimated flow (not measured). These parameters have to be interpreted within the context of the 
patient's overall condition, the degree of change in a parameter from a stable baseline usually has 
more clinical significance than its absolute value. Ostensibly the value that could be considered most 
important for oxygen delivery and perfusion, flow through the pump, is a derived or estimated 
parameter. Increases in pump speed will increase pump power. The pump power is used to estimate 
pump flow, however this estimate becomes imprecise at low and high regions of the power-flow 
relationship. The extreme case of this imprecision occurs in the case of pump thrombus, which 
substantially increases pump power consumption resulting in an erroneously high flow estimate. For a 
specified pump speed, flow varies inversely with the pressure difference between the left ventricle and 
the aorta, that is, the flow increases with increasing LV pressure (LVAD preload), or decreasing aortic 
pressure (LVAD afterload). When the left ventricle contracts, the increase in ventricular pressure 
causes an increase in pump flow during systole. The magnitude of these flow changes is estimated to 
produce the PI. The PI is a dimensionless value representing the degree of cardiac pulsatility, which is 
related to the magnitude of assistance provided by the LVAD. Higher values indicate more ventricular 
filling or better contractility (pump is providing less support to the LV), while lower PI values indicate 
less ventricular filling or lower contractility. PI fluctuates with changes in volume status and the 
contractility of the heart, if the PI is low coming into this procedure this may be one indicator of relative 
hypovolemia. When dexmedetomidine is administered with a loading dose of 0.5 ug/kg- 2ug/kg over 
10-20 minutes hypertension and bradycardia has been observed in both adults and children.[x] 
[xi]This usually peaks at 3-5 minutes with a systolic blood pressure increase of around 15-20 mm Hg 
and resolves in around 10-15 minutes to be replaced by hypotension relative to baseline. The initial 
increase in blood pressure is thought to be due to stimulation of the alpha2B subtypes of receptors 
present in vascular smooth muscle while the later fall in blood pressure and heart rate is due to 
inhibition of central sympathetic outflow resulting in a decreased release of norepinephrine through 
stimulation of the presynaptic alpha2 receptors. Uncommonly dexmedetomidine loading has been 
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associated with an exaggerated hypertensive response, even in the absence of pump programming 
and dosing errors, the response has been reported as being up to as high as a BP of 220/100.[xii] 
There is limited information on the effect of dexmedetomidine on pulmonary artery pressure but the 
information that we do have suggests that it has a limited or at least lesser effect on raising PA 
pressure relative to systemic pressures.[xiii] [xiv] If the afterload increase brought about by the 
dexmedetomidine load seems to be impairing LVAD/LV function then the loading dose should be 
stopped and possibly resumed at a slower rate once the blood pressure and flow have returned to 
baseline. The HeartMate II can be operated in fixed speed or auto mode. The optimal fixed pump 
speed for each patient is determined by a ramped speed study which is performed using 
echocardiography while varying the pump speed. While the patient is resting and euvolemic a speed 
is chosen that is fast enough to ensure effective unloading of the LV but slow enough to avoid 
excessive emptying of the ventricle which would result in arterial hypotensive episodes, also known as 
suction events.[xv] If the ventricle is sufficiently contractile the aim is usually to create an LVAD/LV 
relationship where pulse pressure is 10-20 mm Hg and the aortic valve opens on every second or 
third contraction.[xvi] The range of pump speeds is typically around 8500 to 10000 RPM. If auto mode 
is being used the pump speed will increase above the basal fixed mode speed in response to patient 
exercise demands. Any intraoperative adjustment of pump speed could only ever be rationally 
undertaken using echocardiographic data. Volume and inotropic therapy are the primary interventions 
to address hypotension and/or acute heart failure, rather than reprogramming pump speed. 
The likely cause for the intra-procedure arrhythmia was a suction event. Suction events occur when 
the pump speed is set higher than appropriate for the volume in the LV. This can be triggered by 
hypovolemia, but could also be triggered by anything that reduces flow to the LV, such as RV 
failure, cardiac tamponade, or acute onset of pulmonary hypertension. If the right heart fails to deliver 
left ventricular preload then the left ventricle can be emptied by LVAD suction. The bowed out 
interventricular septum further compromises right ventricular function and a suction cascade occurs, 
with right ventricle function impairment worsening both LVAD and LV function which further 
compromises systemic venous return. The LVAD is designed to detect suction events and will 
automatically reduce pump speed to the low speed limit setting which is usually 400 to 800 RPM 
below the fixed speed setting. When suction is no longer present the speed is gradually increased 
back to the original speed setting.11 Coughing has been reported to trigger suction events and 
arrhythmias in patients with LVADs.[xvii] [xviii] Coughing raises intrathoracic pressure, decreases LV 
venous return, the vigorous diaphragmatic contraction further distorts the LV and this combination of 
events can lead to mechanical irritation of the LV wall by the LVAD inflow cannula which can 
precipitate an arrhythmia. The main specific consideration for the BLS protocol applied 
to patients with LVADs is that chest compressions may cause injury to the patient due to the presence 
of the cannulae in the ventricle and aorta, therefore careful consideration should be given to delaying 
the initiation of chest compressions. A recent small case series reporting on post-mortem 
examinations for patients with LVADs who received chest compressions did not reveal any episodes 
of cannula dislodgment or other cardiovascular injury attributable to the effect of chest compressions 
with the device in-situ.[xix] In the event of a patient collapse in a setting without advanced BP 
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monitoring such as Doppler or invasive pressure monitoring the decision-making becomes 
more challenging about when to initiate compressions. With regard to application of ACLS protocols 
there are quite a few specific considerations and one group of investigators have proposed that 
institutions who have sufficient volumes of LVAD patients should have an LVAD code alert.[xx] 
Important principles to consider in an LVAD code include: 1) alerting the code team, but also LVAD 
NP/RN, cardiothoracic surgery and cardiac fellows to arrive promptly on the scene; 2) emergent 
echocardiography; 3) prompt assessment of LVAD function; 4) early consideration for stroke as cause 
of unresponsiveness due to the high incidence of thromboembolism in this patient population; 5) 
importance of assessing blood flow using Doppler technique in carotid and femoral artery; 6) 
recommendation for CPR only in the absence of blood flow; 7) consideration for bedside VA-ECMO if 
no response to resuscitation measures. Patients with LVADs may tolerate arrhythmias which are 
typically non-perfusing better than patients without an LVAD as long as passive pulmonary venous 
flow to the LV is maintained. 
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